Bake It Homework Grid Year 5/6
Literacy
Art
Baking
Research a chef or baker.
Design a cake for a
Bake anything you like! It
Create a fact file or
celebration, such as
could be a cake, biscuits,
biography on this person.
wedding/ birthday/ St
bread, welsh cakes,
Dwynwen’s Day/ Valentine’s whatever you fancy! Once
Day, or anything you would
you have baked the cake
celebrate.
can you write a set of
instructions for someone
else to have a go!
Health and Wellbeing
History- Welsh dimension Maths
Cake should be eaten in
Research the origin of
Research a recipe, find the
moderation, alongside a
welsh cakes and how you
total cost for buying the
healthy lifestyle. Partake in make them?
ingredients, (go to a local
30 minutes of exercise
shop or online). How much
each week to maintain this.
would it cost to make the
Keep a log of what you do,
cake 5x? 10x?
try to vary this, swim/ jog/
walk/ cycle/ scooter/
football/ netball etc
(PE/Games do not count!).
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